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Hello Tess,  
 
Thank you for your note. I'm not sure why I've encountered this issue either, but nonetheless here is my statement! I'll also 
try to submit it at 2pm when the form opens online because I really would like it read aloud. Thank you for your help.  
 
Maria Juliani 
 



We live nextdoor to 808 Old Mill Road, whose basement construction since 8/2019 has 
impacted our health/daily life/property significantly:


-Vibrations caused by excavation/removal of massive amounts of dirt has been constant/
without regulation. Our house shakes noticeably & the noise is debilitating, causing cracking/
destruction of a 6’ wall in February, cracks on our home’s exterior and broken pipes. 


-Dirt covers our garden/ trees, driveway, windows, exterior and cars daily. Several trees died. 
The owners refuse to contain/clean up, but effects of unearthing debris from their house are 
undeniable. 


-The 85 decibels level at 100 ft exceeds the recommended exposure since we're 10ft from 
source. San Marino's dBl max is 65, Santa Clara’s is 55. EPA regulation states 70 dBls and 
above causes hearing loss, Apple Health cites 74 dBls.


-We suffer 5-6 days/week, 8-12 hours/day, on holidays and past EOD deadlines. The crew 
broke a gas line via excavation, failed to turn off the gas and plugged it with a branch, facing a 
$25,000 minimum fine and endangering our neighborhood. 


-I’ve left work many times to help my 86 y/o mother through impacts of vibration/noise/dust, 
Zoom meetings are disrupted by noise and we have to close all windows for 8 hours/day.



